Outcomes in spinal cord injury
Spinal cord injury remains a disorder without a sufficient remedy. Although both private and academic researchers continue to pursue therapies, proof of efficacy in improving neurological recovery remains elusive. One of the reasons for this difficulty may be our lack of sensitive outcome measures related to neurological and functional recovery after spinal cord injury. To date, the International Standards for Neurological Classification of Spinal Cord Injury, which document motor and sensory functions, and the Functional Independence Measure have been the primary neurological and functional outcomes used in spinal cord injury clinical trials. However, these outcome measures may not be sensitive enough to measure the changes obtained from new therapies. This deficiency may be the reason that, to date, no one has been able to document significant improvements from new therapies in neurological function after spinal cord injury. The goals of this meeting were therefore to discuss deficiencies in current measurement systems and describe some dynamic methods under development to remediate these weaknesses.
Articles in this issue include Marino's overview of domains of outcomes in spinal cord injury research (p. 113). This overview allows us to set the stage and build a framework for understanding the problem. Regarding specific recovery of motor function, Ellaway et al. (p. 69) 
